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Abstract 

The software engineering community has moved from corrective methods to preventive 
methods shifting the emphasis from product quality improvement to process quality 
improvement. Inspections at the end of the production line have been replaced by design 
walkthroughs and built-in quality assurance techniques throughout the development 
lifecycle. Process models such as the Spiral, V, W and X-Models provide the principles and 
techniques for process improvement which, in turn, produces product improvement. 

 
Factors that affect the quality of software need to be identified and controlled to ensure 
predictable and measurable software. In this paper we identify controllable and 
uncontrollable factors and provide empirical results from a large industrial survey, as well as 
conclusions relating to the models and metamodels for the estimation, measurement and 
control of the totality of features and characteristics of software. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Software is at the heart of most modern businesses. Business success depends on the quality, the 
cost and the timeliness of the software they use. A Software Quality Management System is the 
enabling mechanism within an organisation which co-ordinates and controls the functions needed to 
achieve the required quality of product or service as economically as possible. It will involve every 
organisational function that directly or indirectly affects a delivered product or service [DTI, 1992]. For 
a successful implementation of a Software Quality Management system, weak areas in the current 
situation have to be identified and gradually improved by introducing a formal process suitable for the 
specific organisation. 

A Software Quality Management system requires that software engineering knowledge and discipline 
will be applied at all phases of the development life cycle in order to assure software quality. In 
Software Quality Assurance (SQA) software metrics are used to help numerically determine the quality 
of both the process and the products together with an independent verification and validation (V&V) 
usually carried out by the software quality assurance engineers. The right measures visualise different 
problems in the organisations and after taking action they are a means of control. Verification is the 
process of determining if the products of a given phase of the software development cycle fulfil the 
requirements for the next phase regarding consistency, correctness and completeness. Validation is 
the process of evaluating software throughout its development process to ensure compliance with 
software requirements. Thus software quality assurance engineers are required to possess sufficient 
domain knowledge so that they can evaluate the completeness and correctness of system 
requirements. They must also have the ability to determine whether the design has incorporated all 
requirements accurately. Finally they are responsible for advising management when or whether a 
product is reliable and meets quality standards. 

There are essentially two approaches that can be followed to ensure product quality, one being quality 
assurance of the process by which a product is developed (ISO 9000:2000), and the other being the 
evaluation of the quality of the end product (ISO 9126). Both approaches are important and both 
require the presence of a Software Quality Management system. The choice of Software Quality 
Management system, processes, standards and metrics greatly depends on the organisational culture 
and the maturity level of the organisation [Siakas, 2002]. 

During the last two decades, there has been a change from concentrating on the product to 
concentrating on the development process. Software Process Improvement (SPI) has become a 
practical tool for companies where the quality of the software is of high value [Järvinen, 1994]. In a 
Technical report Herbsleb et al. [1994] showed (with results from 13 organisations) that due to SPI the 
products (the number of post-release defect reports were used as a measure) and business value 
(ROI, Return On Investment) was improved. It is generally considered that, a well-documented and a 
repeatable process is essential for developing software products of high quality. There is also 
evidence that the use of standards and process assessment models has a positive impact on the 
quality of the final software [Kitchenham and Pfleeger, 1996] Evidence for the emphasis on process is 
also hat ISO certification does not certify product quality but that a stated and documented process is 
followed.. Similarly, well-known and recognised assessment models like CMM [Paulk et al., 1993; 
Paulk, 1993; 1995], BOOTSTRAP [Haase, 1992; Haase and Messnarz, 1994; Kuvaja et al.,1994]. 

 
 
2 The Selection of a Suitable System Development Method 
Among the most important criteria for selecting a method is its ‘suitability for modelling the application 
domain’ and the ‘ability to transform its characteristics in a consistent and correct manner to a 
computable design/software architecture’ [Jackson & Zave, 1993]. Different systems need different 
techniques to capture their properties and similar or different languages to model and preserve them. 
Most systems’ developers either use methods (with or without automated tools), which are technically 
oriented (hard methods) or try to concentrate mainly on human factors by using human activity 
oriented methods (soft methods). 
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According to Holcombe and Ipate, there is “little empirical evidence of the superiority of one method 
over another in large-scale projects” and moreover there is “a crisis of intellectual respectability in the 
subject”. They continue supporting that “not only the evaluation of the methods used is weak, the 
selection of the types of system and problem to focus on is very restrictive. In order to convince, in a 
scientific manner, that method A is better than method B in large design projects (and that is where  
the problems are), we must present rigorous evidence drawn from carefully controlled experiments of 
suitable complexity. This is, more or less, impossible in practical terms. Is there an alternative 
approach? The use of theoretical models of computing systems can provide some alternative 
approaches ...” [Holcombe & Ipate, 1998]. 

 
 

2.1 Limitations of IS development methods and associated 
metamodels 

There are two important problems associated with IS methods currently available. Firstly, the absence 
of the interconnections between hard and soft problems, which inevitably leads to inadequate 
information systems with problematic functionality. Secondly, the design or software architecture of a 
system lacks those computational characteristics because they are not specified as an integral part of 
it. These characteristics make it reliable, easily re-engineered and maintained. We might ask whether 
there is any all-stakeholder-oriented method among the plethora of methods to adequately capture all 
the above requirements. And if so, is there any adequate automated support through an Integrated 
Computer Assisted Software Engineering (I-CASE) environment during all the phases of the software 
engineering lifecycle? 

 
Development methodologies in order to be reliable, need to also have solid foundations in their 
generic structure for testing and mapping of the requirements from design to implementation in an 
expressible, correct and consistent way. They should also cater for systems and method re- 
engineering with principles that accommodate change regarding soft and hard components of the 
system such as people’s opinions, systems’ processes, and so on. One of the most important 
properties to establish quality assurance of the process models that handle the previous is the ability 
to provide formal testing which is also absent from existing frameworks and metamodels [Berki, 2001] 

 
Moreover, considering the principles and different levels of metamodelling abstraction, that Method 
Engineering as a discipline caters for, none of the metamodelling environment and notations handles 
metadata and metaprocess specification aspects for method modelling considering methods as 
dynamic models. This is an invaluable property allowing modellers to keep control on both process 
metamodelling and metadata of a method because they can express it at the same time. Arguably, 
when we built a method, we need a general and generic process model of abstraction such as to offer 
us both generality and specialisation for different application domains [Berki et al., 2001]. 

 
Method Engineering is of course a new division/discipline in software development and its emergence 
was clear while there was a need to improve process models (methods) for IS development. However, 
the efforts were concentrated mostly on issues such as integration of methods, flexibility of method 
construction, new theories on requirements management and so on, whilst emphasis was never 
placed on the relation of recent disasters of software development such as ‘the millennium bug’, or the 
space rockets and railway disasters. 

 
The previous are examples of large software systems infrastructure that we have inherited and there  
is an urgent need to re-engineer, test and improve them. These and similar incidents were due to 
software design errors and their study and examination revealed that there is urgent need for these to 
be addressed at method engineering level and from the metamodelling (and possibly 
metametamodelling) point of view. 

 
In the field of method metamodelling most methods’ metamodels are led by rules of modelling 
abstraction which concentrate on soft or hard issues for the evaluation of methods, quantitatively or 
qualitatively. However, many of implied goals and objectives are not addressed and remain in the wish 
lists, whilst it seems that many process-oriented problems in software development remain undefined 
or not specified at all, to say the least. Some others such as the problem of testing remain in silence. 
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“There is no single metamodelling initiative or CASE-Shell tool, which claims to facilitate testing” 
[Berki, 2001]. 

 
In general, the use of formal methods for developing software-based systems did not lead to quality 
information systems, in the past. It soon became clear that analysing and designing a system with 
formal methods offers some quality assurance regarding the development of unambiguous,  
consistent, correct and verified mathematically-proven specifications, but there were other issues 
raised. The most frequently mentioned problem that is associated with the use of most formal methods 
in software development is the unfriendly and fragmented approach, which prevents wide 
understanding and results in high costs for training and prototype construction and testing. 

 
Huotari & Kaipala summarised results of scientific work within the field of Human-Computer Interaction 
(HCI) focusing on cognitive aspects on methods’ use. Their review analyses and synthesises the main 
contributions and takes a critical view on how cognitive aspects are considered and what methods are 
used. They believe that “Despite a trend of applying cognitive task analysis and other user-centered 
system design methods, issues of human cognition and human information processing still need more 
attention in the IS research.” [Huotari & Kaipala, 1999]. 

 
 

2.2 The Need for a Multidisciplinary Approach in IS 
Development 

Exposing the issues that were examined in the previous paragraphs and having research evidence on 
the cultural factors that influence software development (Ref. Kerstin’s PhD) we need to consider the 
following: The capturing of the needs’ interconnected nature in a holistic question, which will connect 
them to the needs of IS. Such a question will draw examples and provide links, opinions and insights 
from various related contexts and contents, in order to finally present an integrated solution [Berki et 
al., 2003a]. 

 
That being the reality, a rigorous and integrated method based on holistic communication rules must 
also provide appropriate syntactic and diagrammatic structures to model the semantics, pragmatics 
and semiotics of systems’ and stakeholders’ cultural requirements and thus provide the scientific 
ground for usability engineering [Berki et al., 2003b]. 

 
Therefore, the interest for IS designers should be in identifying and using general and understandable, 
groupware-oriented structures that capture adequately the features of specification and computation. 
This ca be achieved in terms of specialised and sufficiently general design structures that can capture 
the richness and testedness of domain specifications, considering at the same time people’s cognitive 
needs for maximum participation and, therefore, empowerment. 

 
It is important for the software developer to state clearly their objectives for software product or the 
process improvement, and to specify the product/process response characteristics that reflect these 
objectives. The formulation of the problem as well as the production of a list of controlled parameters 
and noise variables can be achieved through brainstorming and formulated using techniques such as 
the Ishikawa (cause and effect) or fishbone diagram. 

 
Measurable objectives should be chosen such as the number of bugs found during formal inspections 
which are conducted during the software life cycle under the specified methodology a company 
adopts. 

 
 

2.3 Sensitisation towards human factors 
 

Throughout its lifetime, Information Systems Engineering has failed to deliver software products at 
satisfactory levels of reliability, timeliness and cost. To solve this problem, the Information Systems 
industry has turned its attention to the software development process, arguing, like other industries 
before it, that a high-quality process will deliver high-quality products. Thus various Software Quality 
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Management Systems have been proposed and developed. Although all these involved technological 
elements (which have generally received much attention), most people now recognise that the 
successful development of a quality culture depends more heavily on social factors. Yet these social 
factors have been largely neglected. However, in recent years a shift has taken place in software 
development by taking more human factors into consideration. Cornford and Smithson [1996] for 
example argue that we must see beyond any technology if we are ever to understand what happens 
when Information Systems are built or operate. They emphasise that people, people-structures and 
people-processes have to be taken into consideration when adopting an Information System’s 
perspective both in development and research. A similar approach is emphasised by Klein and 
Lyytinen [1985], who state that one of the reasons for an Information Systems’ failure is that the 
design conflicts with prevailing organisational culture and attitudes. 

One of the human factors is commitment, which has long been argued to play a major role in the 
success of software projects since it increases the odds that appropriate actions will be taken 
[Ginzberg, 1981; Kautz, 1999; Lucas 1981; Marcus 1981].  Most of the researchers in the field seem  
to agree that commitment is one of the most important human factors in determining whether a well- 
planned process improvement program will succeed or fail [Dahlberg and Järvinen, 1997; Diaz and 
Sligo, 1997; Grady, 1997; Humphrey, 1995; Rodenbach et al., 2000; Stelzer and Mellis, 1998; 
Zahran, 1998]. 

Another human factor is culture. The main objective of the study described above [Siakas, 2002] was 
the identification of a number of cultural factors that have a bearing on the successful adoption and 
implementation of a Software Quality Management system. The main contribution of the study was the 
development of the SQM-CODE (Software Quality Management: Cultural and Organisational Diversity 
Evaluation) model, which assesses the fit between national and organisational culture. 

 
 
3 Case Study 

 
A comparative study was carried out in the form of quantitative and qualitative investigation in four 
counties, namely Denmark, Finland, Greece and the UK. The quantitative investigation was a survey 
collecting hard data by using a postal questionnaire. In parallel, a qualitative method in form of case 
studies was performed in order to address different aspects of the research problem, to confirm the 
findings from the questionnaire and to prove the hypothesis. 

The questionnaire was sent to organisations developing software for own use or for sale. Totally 307 
questionnaires were completed. In addition field-studies were undertaken in several organisations. 
Totally 87 interviews were conducted in Finland, Denmark and Greece with software developers at 
different levels and with different positions in the organisations. Following the initial verification phase 
observations were carried out in a Danish organisation for a period of two month [Siakas and Balstrup, 
2000]. The objective of using observations was to investigate in more depth the research problem and 
to verify the findings. 

 
 

3.1 Are measures of the quality of software process kept? 
 

From figure 1 we observe that amongst the organisations taking part in the study Greece is the 
country that keeps measures of the quality of the software development process to highest degree. 
The sum of the values for quite a lot or very much so is 61.9% for Greece, 44.7% for Denmark, 42.6% 
for Finland and 42.5% for the UK. 
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Figure 1: Measures of the quality of the software process 
 

The significance of the Chi-square is 0.002, which indicates that the null-hypothesis, that the 
responses are similar for all countries, can be rejected. This means that we have statistically proved 
that there are significant differences in responses depending on country of origin. 

 
 

3.2 Are measures of the software product kept? 
 

From figure 2 we observe that amongst the organisations taking part in the study Greece is the 
country that keeps measures of the quality of the software product to highest degree. The sum of the 
values for quite a lot or very much so is 67.3% for Greece, 50.5% for Finland, 50% for Denmark and 
47.7% for the UK. 

 
 

 

Figure 2: Measures of the quality of the software product 
 

The significance of the Chi-square is 0.042, which indicates that the null-hypothesis, that the 
responses are similar for all countries, can be rejected. This means that we have statistically proved 
that there are significant differences in responses depending on country of origin. 

In order to understand if there is a relationship between measurement of software process and 
measurement of software product table 1 is presented. 
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 Measure of quality of software product Total 
 
Measure of 
quality of 
software 
development 
process 

 not at all a little quite a lot very much 
so 

 

not at all 21 11   32 
a little 2 71 29 4 106 
quite a lot  14 93 7 114 
very much 
so 

 3 6 15 24 

Total  23 99 128 26 276 

Table 1: Cross-tabulation of measures of the quality of the software process vs. product 

 
From table 1 we observe that measures the quality of the software process also tend to measure the 
quality of the software product. There is also a significant correlation on 

The Pearson’s correlation is also significant at the 0.01, which proves that there is a significant 
relationship between measurement of the quality of the software development process and the 
measurement of the quality of the software product. 

 
 
 

3.3 What is the degree of impact of international, national or 
organisation specific standards and systems on measurement? 

 
Figures 3 to 6 present the impact on the degree of measurement by quality systems, like ISO 9001 
and TickIT, as well as in-house standards have any use figures 3 to 6 are presented. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Measurement of quality of software development process vs. in-house standards 
 

From figure 3, which is a cross-tabulation of measurement of the quality of the software development 
process and the use of in-house standards we observe that the majority of the organisations, which 
have in-house standards measure the quality of the software development process a little or quite a 
lot. The surprising element is that 30 (of 275) respondents which responded that they have an in- 
house quality system also answered they do not measure the quality of the software development 
process at all. The significance of the Chi-square is 0.061. 
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From figure 4, which is a cross-tabulation of measurement of software development process and third 
party assessment we observe that most of the organisations do not have any third assessment at all. 
However this does not seem to have any greater impact on if they measure the quality of the software 
development process or not. The significance of the Chi-square is 0.180. 

 
 

 

Figure 4: Measurement of quality of software development process vs. third party assessment 
 

From figure 5, which is a cross-tabulation of measurement of the software product and in-house 
standards we observe similar results as with figure 3. The significance of the Chi-square is 0.012 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Measurement of quality of software product vs. In-house standards 
 

From figure 6, which is a cross-tabulation of measurement of software product we observe similar 
results with figure 4. The significance of the Chi-square is 0.254. 
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Figure 6: Measurement of quality of software product vs. Third party assessment 
 
 
 

4 Software Measurement and Software Metrics 
 

"To measure is to know. If you can not measure it, you can not improve it."(William Thomson (later 
Lord Kelvin) (1824 - 1907). 

 
Managing the development process requires the collection of suitable metrics which will provide 
insights into the strengths and weaknesses of the process. What to measure, how to measure, when to 
measure are the fundamental questions which need to be addressed. 

 
According to Kitchenham [1996] “Software Metrics can deliver :support for process improvement, 
better project and quality control and improved software estimation”. Direct measurement of quality 
factors is often possible very late in the life cycle. For example reliability, which is concerned with how 
well as software system functions and meets a user’s requirements, can be measured after that the 
software has been used for a stated period of time under stated conditions, while indirect 
measurement of quality, like number of discrepancy reports (deviations from requirements) can be 
obtained earlier in the life cycle. Other estimates of quality can be made by developers even earlier 
than the indirect measurements of quality. 

 
According to ISO-9126 software quality may be evaluated by six characteristics, namely functionality, 
reliability, efficiency, usability, maintainability and portability. Each of these characteristics is defined  
as a “set of attributes that bear on” the relevant aspect of software and can be refined through multiple 
levels of sub-characteristics[6]. Definitions of sub-characteristics are given in Annex A (of the 
standard), which is not a part of the International Standard. Attributes at the second level of refinement 
are left completely undefined. 

 
In order to achieve improvements in the software process and the software product we need to 
understand, measure and hence control the variability to the desirable/achievable degree of 
confidence. Measurement is defined as the process of assigning symbols, usually numbers, to 
represent an attribute of the entity of interest, by rule [Fenton 1991], [Shepperd 1995]. Entities of 
interest include objects, (e.g. code, specification, person) or processes (e.g. analysis, error 
identification, testing). Distinct attributes might be length of code, duration, costs. Representation is 

much 
so 

 

 

 

 

120 
 
100 
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usually in numbers (or other mathematical objects e.g. vectors). Finally in order to provide objectivity 
we need to assign numbers (symbols) according to explicit rules: how to choose which symbol should 
represent the attribute. Such rules ensure that the assignment is not random. 

 
Fenton and Pfleeger [Fenton 1997] provide a refined definition of measurement: “Measurement is the 
process by which numbers or symbols are assigned to attributes of entities in the real world in such a 
way as to characterise them according to clearly defined rules. The numeral assignment is called the 
measure.” Hence, in order to understand the definition of measurement in the software context, we 
need to identify the relevant entities and attributes which we are interested in characterising 
numerically. 

 
 

4.1 Controllable Factors 
 

In order to understand and control the process we need measurements of both the current and the 
desired/new system. Internal metrics [Fenton, 1991] an be obtained in terms of the product (code)  
and they are counts (such as LOC, NO of Classes, McCabe Complexity) and ratios (such as No of 
calls Module, Average length of hierarchy). Additionally, these metrics can be generated automatically 
by using tools such as CANTATA, Testbed and Logiscope. 

 
Attributes such as the morphology, architectural structure, depth of class hierarchy, size of module, 
maximum level of module complexity etc. can be contolled through a management mechanism and 
specific guidelines to the developers. Controllable design parameters can be found in the software 
development process, the software product and the software development environment [Kitchenham, 
Fenton, Barbor & Georgiadou]. 

 
However, external attributes [Fenton 1991], [Kitchenham, 1996], [Georgiadou 1999, 2001] which are 
behavioural such as understandability, maintainability are more elusive and more difficult to measure. 
Metrics for these attributes are both qualitative and quantitative. They are almost always obtained 
indirectly through the use of surrogate measures [Kitchenham, 1996], [Georgiadou 1993, 2001]. For 
example maintainability can be estimated, calculated and controlled through measuring the time taken 
for a specified maintenance task. Results obtained by Georgiadou et.al in a series of controlled 
experiments provided confidence (through statistical methods) in our ability to effectively use surrogate 
metrics [Georgiadou, 93, 94, 97, 98, 2001]. 

 
 

4.2 Uncontrollable Factors 
 

Human factors are unpredictable and mostly difficult, often impossible to control. For example, 
performance variability in a human being, such as his/her experience and communication skills 
needed in a software development team. The developers’ performance has an effect on producing 
quality software products in a similar way to the effect of machines on the manufacturing of products.  
It is important to maximize and properly maintain programmers’ performance. The possible control 
factors will be conducting educational sessions within and outside a company where software 
developers are encouraged to learn the new techniques of their interest or polish their skills. 
Recreational events may help developers to get to know each other better and this will be reflected in 
better communication and teamwork in an office. At the extreme, the design of the office environment 
itself is investigated. Changing the type of chairs in current use to the ones designed to ease backpain 
caused by sitting all day will be welcomed by the developers (ergonomics). The temperature and 
humidity in the workplace also can affect the developers’ performance. Therefore the suggestions 
made here must be investigated in the software industry. 

 
Experimental evaluations carried out by Basili [1986]), Shepperd [1995], Georgiadou [1999, 2001] 
attempted to identify design parameters and hence factors, which can be controlled. According to 
Taguchi in [Logothetis 1989] it is desirable to choose the set of design parameters, which are less 
affected by the variability of these factors. For example, developers’ experience can be controlled to 
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certain extent by years in profession and looking at the past projects involved. However every 
individual is unique. His/her capability, patterns of learning and cognition are likely to be different from 
those of others of similar experience. The health of the developers may effect on their performance at 
work. 

 
 
5 Summary and Future Research and Development 

 
The fundamental philosophy of this research work is that it addressed the needs for adequate 
expression of process models within various cultural factors and different organisational 
communication. In doing so, we interconnected and commented on their dynamic and computational 
characteristics connecting them to the coverage of testing and re-engineering. 

 
Our multidisciplinary study reveals the strengths that the holistic nature of such an approach provides 
software development with the use of software measurement as the instrument for understanding, 
estimating and controlling the quality of specified factors. Bearing in mind that different stakeholders 
place different emphasis on software attributes we provide flexible and hence customisable quality 
requirements. 

 
The efficiency of a software product such as execution time has high priority as a software quality 
factor. To maximize the performance of a product, the choice of machines, operating systems and 
programming language has to be included in the list of parameters. 

 
Enhanced Reliability (usually achieved through testing, walkthroughs, reviews and inspections) will 
reduce productivity and will therefore increase costs. Both of these cause losses to the sponsor. 
Enhanced functionality increases costs (in the short term) and causes losses to the sponsor. 

 
Usability is enhanced through greater understandability, which in turn is enhanced through design 
correctness and consistency and through training, on-line help and support all of which reduce 
productivity with the exception of CBD which makes extensive reuse of code and increasingly reuse of 
designs too. 

 
It is important for the software developer to state clearly their objectives for software product or the 
process improvement, and to specify the product/process response characteristics that reflect these 
objectives. The formulation of the problem as well as the production of a list of controlled parameters 
and noise variables can be achieved through brainstorming and formulated using techniques such as 
the Ishikawa (cause and effect) or fishbone diagram. 

 
Measurable and hence controllable objectives should be chosen such as the number of bugs found 
during formal inspections, which are conducted during the software life cycle under the specified 
methodology a company adopts. 

 
Future investigations will concentrate on the development of meta-CASE tools for the specification, 
implementation, re-engineering and metrication of both the process and the product of software 
development across problem domains, national, cultural and technical boundaries. 
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